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About Me & The Goal

Young man age of 23 who has been reading wargames since I was around 11. So pretty much 15 years. 

When I was 10 I made up my own rules before I even knew what wargaming was. It was really 

simplistic. Depending on whatever weapon your unit had you’d get a certain amount of dice and needed 
to get over 3. Each success count as a hit and your opponent needed to roll for each hit.
Roll 2 dice and add any bonuses from your weapon. I of course used army men since I was a young 
child and would make terrain out of paper, flash cards, cardboard, and whatever I could make shift 

and get my hands on. 

When I got my hands on the internet well it opened me up to the world of wargaming as a whole. Ever

since then I tried many freeware rules for all sorts of settings, timelines, and figurines. Each one I’d 

always use my trusty army men. I had them for pretty much every setting I can think of. Medieval, 

Prehistoric, Modern, and future. When I got a job at the age of 15 I bought a blood raven army to 

play wh40k at a hobby store. 

I’ve always been interested in making my own wargame/board game and although I made many 

homebrews and tweaked rules for the better usually, I've never made a full fledged rulebook. I’ve tried 

to make many table top games and I have a lot of things I'd like to get back to and work on to this 

very day.

The biggest inspiration to this rulebook are from the love I have for these green plastic men, and the 

love I have for the army men series that’s pretty much discontinued for eons I know many people 

have good found memory for these toys and the series I mention a moment ago. I wanted to start 

my venture into creating tabletop games with the toy that started it all, and give it a proper full 

fledged rules and story these cheap little figurines deserve.

Justin Jackson for creating the illustration.
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Backstory

Armboxia is homed to a species called Army men. Split into 4 parts that battle one 

another for superiority over time. Tensions are always high in Armboxia due to the small land they 

reside in being only the size of a large island. Hence why civil dispute are rare and physical ones are 

constant. The 4 parts of the island are homed to a different race reflecting there environment.

The Sly Tan, The Intellectual Turquoise, The Strong Brown, and The Resilient Green. Each housing a

 different leader that have there own goals and means of leading his men. 

The Creation

It was just a normal grassland area filled with trees and wild life. Then suddenly 2 different 

colored army men. Green and Turquoise arose from thin air. They started out friendly with one 

another expanding there lands and exploring with one another. After an entire year certain members of

both groups where upset with the nations certain means of living. Splinter groups of both Nations 

split off and began founding nations. This caused a chain reaction that led to war.

The past wars
There are 3 major wars that shaped the nations and current climate of the nations. The Banja war, 

The great confusion, and The Home War. The Banja war took place in Armboxia and shaped the nations 

as they are now. It formed the Sly tan and The Strong Brown. The great confusion was mostly taking 

place in Armboxia but then a sudden attack on the blue nation testing out a new weapon collided with 

a tans grenade that was also new to the battle. It then lead to the discovery of The Home. Last but 

not least the home war took place in the home when random teleportation caused certain members 

of the nations to be cut off from Armboxia creating split factions. It’s been years since the 

separation and many wars have taken place ever since. 
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The Banja War
The Banja war ended 5 years ago and lasted 2 years. This was the first war and started when the 

green splinter group decided to fire upon a green scout group that were on the lookout for the lost 

splinter group in the Green nation. The green nation scout group suffered a beating with only 5 

members of there 30 man scout squad left standing.. 20 Lost and 5 captured. After that the leader of

the green nation John Owen decided that the splinter group cannot be reasoned with and ordered a 

search and destroy order to his Infantry and Armor Division named Scorched Earth.

Scorched earth found the where about of the splinter group and find them in the earshy swamp with 

over 6 Division of infantry and 3 armor. They were creating more men and apparently siding with the 

Blues splinter group to steal armor and resources from both nations. Unfortunately the Scorched 

earth Division reported that the splinter group was apart of the blue nation making it seem as if the 

blues were siding with the Splinter group. When John heard of this he asked the current blue nations 

leader Abrian what is the meaning of this. Abrian told him that they also have a splinter group and he

must of find them. He asked for the coordinates of there where about but due to the fact that john 

did not trust the blue nation so he didn’t tell him. Young Abrian took it personally shattering both 

nations peace and basically started the Banja War by threatening the green nation if they do not reveal

the where about of the green splinter group. 

The green nation went head to head with the blues unleashing a number of tactics they were saving 

for a rainy day when peace finally ended. Denting both powers to a considerable degree. The greens 

where so surprised of the technical prowess the blue nations had. They possess tanks that could

move faster and great penetration for it’s size.. The greens may have had a technical disadvantage but 

they definitely had a number tactical advantage. The greens versatility lent many outright loses to a 

near perfect victory. Neither side let up and both took heavy loses and near perfect victory in one
battle or another. 

While the blood thickens in both lands and numbers and resources starting to dwindle from the
 splinter groups stealing resources from both nations and the war. 4 months after the start of Banja 
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war. The splinter groups began to expand and form there own nations. They began dying there skins 

different colors using the land around them. The green splinter group began dipping themselves in the 

swamps for hours to get a tanned skin differentiating themselves from there fore fathers. Blue 

splinter group began burying themselves in dirt for days to get there brown skin. 

After 2 months of refining there nation they then decided to form a pact with one another and strike 

both nations at once in order to gain the biggest reserve of resources in the land of Ambroxia named 

the Cheroko. Currently owned by the blue nation after a successful siege of the land driving the green 

back.

The blues usually kept Cheroko heavily guarded. Hence why both the splinter groups were waiting for 

the opportunity to attack Cheroko. The blue nation were facing a heavily combined arm front the green

nation sprung after a red haring small 10 man platoon. This made the blue nation have to send 

emergency reinforcements to the battle in order to hold the land. This meant that Cheroko would have

to send some of the units on standby at Cheroko to defend full front of the green. 

This gave the Splinter group the opportunity to strike Cheroko but green was meant to attack the

Cheroko as well as a prong attack. The splinter group got this information before hand and devise a 

plan for tan to attack greens prong attack and the brown to attack Cheroko and take it. Things were 

going according to plan. The greens prong attack were being held by the tan to allow the brown to take

and hold the entirety of Cheroko.

The next part of the plan was to fall back to Cheroko and repel both nations counter attack. Brown 

repelling the blue’s nations retaliation effort. The tan reporting that they were having no problems and

had men to spare. When the brown requested support from there tan allies the tan said they sent a 

couple of infantry and artillery platoon to support. The brown were then shocked by the fact that 

green were approaching on the flank of browns artillery and infantry, armor division, and Special forces.

This reveal that the tan were indeed not defending Cheroko flank from green but instead retreating to 

there nation to attack the brown while there defenses were weakened.
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The brown splinter Cheroko forces were cut off from any outside forces. Because of this brown 

Cheroko attack divisions were forced to either retreat if they could back to the brown HQ to defend 

against tans attack or be captured by either blue or green nations forces. The ones that did make it 

back return to a nation covered in tans attack. Luckily brown saved a good portion of there reserves 

on defense in case of a retaliation directed towards there own land. The tans attack were repelled but 

at the cost of over 3k pounds of plastic in both men and armor. Along with over 8 acres of land and 

200 pounds of plastic was taken from the tans back attack. 

The tan also lost a considerable amount of men to the brown attack. The tan on the other hand 

haven’t lost a single man to the green simply because they didn’t use men to slow down the green. 

They instead placed mines and other traps to slow the advance of the green to make it seem as if the

green nation was being held up by the tan. 

At the end the green nation formed a pact with blue to essentially access the threat of the 

Splinter group and basically confirm that the splinter group have evolved into a completely different 

nation all together. Cheroko was left under the blue nation control and was agreed upon a 2 week 

treaty that may be renewed depending on the nations standing with one another.

The two splinter groups officially entered the war and began entering skirmishes and raids with the 

other nations. Most of the battles the splinter groups faced were usually lost. Tans victory boils 

down to either outnumbering the foe or using guerrilla like tactics and hit vulnerable targets. The 

brown started to form a very interesting defensive fronts and would have very complicated and 

intricate forts, bunker defenses, and trenches that were extremely difficult to puncture. None of the 

browns offensive attacks worked well upset for one which the brown outnumber the 

green 10:1.

After the 1 & 1/2 years the nations held a truce for at-least 1 month due to the fact that everyone's 

numbers were dwindling and most of the island being unexplored. They then began branching out to the

unexplored parts of the island. The treaty was increased and trade with one another became a 

common thing. Land was traded for resources and blue shared some of there current tech. Browns 

began buffing up there architecture plans.
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The Great Confusion

After the 1 month peace it wasn’t too long until each nation began to be at one another throat again.

First brown had a score to settle with the tan after that betrayal. Blues and green were arguing over 

land and resources once again and it also lead into a conflict. The two other nations joined in for yet 

another battle royal with the 4 of them. This time throughout the entire island. Everything was going 

as according to plan and plastic was being spilled throughout the entirety of the conflict. 

It wasn’t until the turquoise new black tar cannon struck with the tans twig grenade being flung in a 4

way battle did things go Topsy Turvey. The impact lead to a strange black portal that sucked everyone 

within a 100 ft radius be sucked in. This meant the entire battlefield was swept up which included 

Greens Scorched Earth Division, Tan Screech Division, Turquoise Alpha C division, and Brown’s Engine 

Slayer Division including there commanders. 

Each one being transported to a land called The Home. The Home is an abstract land that houses all 

sorts of new resources and land for the Army men to roam. Each Division being in a different part of 

the home. This caused each division to lose contact with there nation and for 1 month they kept 

attempting to gain some sort of contact. Afterwards the teleport-ed divisions got in contact with the 

opposing division and entered a truce and discussed what was there next action and how they should 

get in contact with there home land. 

Meanwhile back in Ambroxia the army men are at a truce to come up with some method to get in 

contact with there lost division and what happened to the division in the first place. Everyone was 

open to almost every single research they have come up with till now. The only things that the tan 

wish to not explain was the twig grenade. All races pestered tan on the subject but they never opened 

up on that and remained stubborn. 
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After 2 years of peaceful research on The Home Front. The army men have come up with a new 

method to travel to Ambroxia. They named this invention Havarzones. Havarzones are small replicated 

portals that allows units to move through the portal. It must first target a location in Ambroxia. 

Then they send a two way portal from one end to another. The biggest problem with this operation is 

that it’s only a one way trip and there’s no means for anyone in Ambroxia to send any of there units 

to home. All of the means to create the portal are only found in The Home. The resources to create this 

portal cannot be recreated in Ambroxia. As such The Browns and Tans decided to test the device on 

there own men sending over men to contact there home.

Meanwhile Ambroxia have come up with some means to contact the splinter division in The Home. The 

tan and browns units from The Home have find there way back home via the Havarzones. They 

reported there methods and with there insight they were able to help the 4 races to come up with a 

method to contact the others. After the green and blues extensive research on that communication 

device, thanks to the Tan’s and Brown’s information they’ve been feeding them They came up with the

the chickchick chiroo. 

The chickchick chiroo device sends a radio signal outwards towards The Home for any normal radio 

transmitter to pick up. They could only make 4 .Each one been given to each race.

This allowed The lost divisions to finally get in contact with Ambroxia and to position portals 

that allowed both sides to freely traverse the home. This ended all the strange event and lead to an 

expansion in both territory and technology. 

The Home wars

During this time races had no reason to fight one another. Each race residing on separate ends of The 

Home. The Sly Tan residing in the living room, The Resilient Green residing in the kitchen, The Intellectual 

Turquoise, and The Strong Brown. Each adapting to the environments belongings and turning the random

objects thrown about it into there own. It wasn’t long till they were once again at each others throat.

It started out when the tan stole the browns chickchick chiroo device for intentions that are unknown.

This caused the browns to invade the living room and take most of it. They then fortified there 
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foothold and held until tan gave back the chickchick chiroo device they stolen. The tans retaliated and 

attempted to drive the foothold off, This did not succeed. 

The turquoise were upset with the greens for planting a monitor device into there research. They 

demanded that the information of there research were to be either destroyed or given to the 

turquoise. The green denied and similar to the browns they retaliated with military force. They invaded

the greens using heavy air support along with paratroopers and armor invasions at there front door. 

It was a heavy blow but the greens held there ground. 

Meanwhile in Armboxia a 4 way prong war broke loose due to the confusion of browns lost 

transmitter. The browns lashed out and attacked both green and tan, green for denying the alliance 

with them to be rid of tan all together. The tan on the other hand were frightened by the thought of 

both nations fighting them decided to steal from blues to gain some sort of weapon that could give 

them a hand. They found nothing and the thieves were quickly caught and killed. This only made the tan 

having to fight a pronged war. Blues having a bone to pick with green also were in a two prong war. 

The browns being pushed back by Green and Turquoise decided to recede Outside. A part of the home 

that is mostly unexplored and unsafe filled with creatures the army men called sticky gooshers. Many 

men were lost to these creatures and plastic still thrown about. The brown then made a secret fort 

in the backyard designed to ready a force for a decisive back attack. 

Suddenly a force the army men still don’t comprehend came out of nowhere and swept all of the army 

men up and sent most of them back to Armboxia. The screech the creature gave was that of which 

shook every army men in the wide and vast land that is The Home. The figure being that of which 

stood on two and was made up of some sort of oily leather that stomps shook the battlefield. The 

army men called this creature The Heil Screamer.

It also put the Havarzones and chickchick chiroo in Armboxia rendering both of them useless due to 

the fact that harvozones and chickchick chiroo needs to be in The home to work. This cut off all 

methods of getting into The Home and also communications. Fighting stopped all together and the 

army men made yet another truce to figure out what happen, what did we lose, and how to get back? 
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The only explanation they had was The Heil Screamer was awoken by the infighting and swept everyone 

up back to armboxia. 

Some of the few stranglers whom either were underneath individual objects or lost in the grass. They 

were lost and confused with no real contact with there brethren. They felt abandoned and lost and 

started to form there own society with the other outsiders. Each following a similar method to the 

original splinter groups that formed brown and tan. Separated themselves into there own part of The 

home and finding a method to dye themselves. 

The Tans bleaching themselves and turning them into The Predatory Grey's. The browns turning 

themselves into The Fire Hungry Red. Turquoise turning themselves into The Watery Greens. Last but 

not least the greens Being turned into The Pine greens. The reds swapped places with the green, The Red

and the Grey's stayed were prior. 

Races and Commanders Bio

This sections focuses on the different races and Commanders and explaining there role and importance

to that nation. This also talks about the nations discontinued army’s and special forces. 

The Sly Tan

Current Leader: General Hungar

Past Leaders: None

Years of leadership: 5 years

Number of divisions current: 5

Number of divisions Total: 6

Army Strengths: Nasty Tactics, Covert Operations, and deadly explosive tech

Stripes

General Hungar - Red on Helmets Officer Hendrick - Grey Helmets and shirts Officer Guton - black 

stripes on shirts Officer algen - Red stripes on jackets Officer Gleton - Light Blue stripes on jackets
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Tricksters of Armboxia. There known for there clever stealing and forming up plans to ambush an 

enemy supply lines. They have exclusive tech that allow individuals to camouflage into almost any 

background. They call it the hankie. It’s a sheet that covers the unit or the vehicles to go near 

invisible. 

In many wars before the sly tan was known for being extremely untrustworthy. Almost every nation 

that has made dealings with the sly tan have been tricked and fooled for there resources and 

annihilation. Despite this many nations have a hard time not siding with the tans themselves. It may 

be the fact that many times tan are always the only ally you have left when your backs against the wall.

Major Hungar is actually one of the eldest leaders of any nation and has been in pretty much every 

major and non major wars Armboxia has been in. Many of which he commanded many of his lieutenant 

to do maneuvers that others never really thought of. Maybe because there vile or maybe it’s because

no one was clever enough to think of it. 

Major Hungar tactics is unique and varied and can actually use any of his sons methods of tactics. This

is due to the fact that many of his sons just emulate a specific tactic there father has used. 

Although the boys have perfected the formula he has certain techniques couldn't accomplish due to 

there rigid attitudes towards battle tactics. The best way to be rid of the Colonel is to figure out 

what sly tactics he's using at the moment and best it as if you were going up against his children. 

With a total of 4 division each one being led by a full blood sons of Major Hungar (The Colonel gave his

dna and part of his brain tissue into the creation of his sons). Each with there own unique tactics and

tricks that either there father taught them, there brothers advice and guidance, or from there own 

combat experience. There names are Hendrick,Guton, Algen, and Gleton.

Hendrick is the oldest of the brothers. Strong and Stern and usually keeps up with his siblings to 

make sure there not getting into any trouble. Hendrick tactics is usually bury the enemy with superior

firepower from his armored division. His infantry division usually stay put or only move in utmost 

secure area in comparison to most division combined arms tactics. As such almost everyone of 
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Hendrick armor units are the utmost trained individuals in his Division. They go through 2 weeks of 

training in comparison to the average 5-4 days most men go through. 

This allows him to implant many complex drills into his armor division that they can do at a drop of a

dime. Many of the commanders that Hendrick has fought against have noted Hendricks slow but brute 

force. Armor at the helm infantry at the end to either support them or become canon fodder if 

Hendrick desires. The biggest problem with Hendricks tactic is that there not very flexible. They tend to

get trounced by any anti armor force that's skilled or infantry units that can use a denser battlefield 

to get an advantage.

Guton is the youngest brother but also the kindest of the 4. He mostly keeps to himself and is 

usually non-talkative. Guton approach to the battle is for the most part stealth and surprise attack. 

His research team discovered the hankie invention when they were looking into cotton vegetation 

As such he's the one that tan bring for covert operations. He mostly does hit and run tactics

and hit supply lines that have low defense. 

Guton's men are known to be one of the most secretive division in the entirety of Armboxia. Not much

is known about the division itself but it is well known that they hit hard and usually it's either your 

supply's or sabotage that follows suit. Many commanders have noted that when dealing with Guton 

use thermal sensor. If not dealing with Guton make sure to bring them anyways because you never 

know when or where he'll strike next. 

Algen is the third youngest of the brothers. He likes to talk a lot and is the most social out of all of 

his brothers. His approach is usually defensive artillery line. He's for the most part all out defensive 

and not much else. For this reason it is very common for him to bring an artillery line or two. He's the

Strangest at defense in comparison to his brothers since there all offensive tacticians.

Algen is one of the least liked commander of the 4 for the same reason that makes him different. His 

artillery is really good against commanders that like bigger numbers and less armored individuals. 

Many commanders have stated that his defensive line really was tricky to compete with and was only 
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pain and misery to put down. It's best to bring APC or heavier transports when dealing with him along

with heavy armor to deal with the barrages that will come your way, or take to the sky’s. 

Last but not least is Gleton is the second eldest member of the Colonel sons. He's extremely hyper 

and is almost always doing something insane or reckless. Gleton division is known for it's fast attack 

approach to the field along side the exclusive tech known as the needle grenade. Gleton research team 

discovered it when they decided to add natural materials to there weaponry. Most of them were 

either not very good or very dangerous to there users. 

Gleton focused on fast transport of inf and light armor with lighter armor and bigger guns. This tactic

usually lead to heavy armor losses on both sides but most of Gleton's battle last no longer then 20 

minutes. This tends to do really well with either slower on the draw commanders who are surprised 

from the speed of his forces, or commander who need prep time to set up and deal damage. Browns 

commander Zenon has stated the best way to deal with Gleton is to focus heavily on his heavy hitting

armor and form a tight defensive perimeter. As such Gleton's Achilles heel is his recklessness so make

sure to come out on top of the conflict. 

Officer Chookon Hungar

Main function - All around combined arms

Reason for lost: Lost in the home

Performance: Outstanding

Battles in: 35

Battles won:26

Battles Lost:9

Time in Service: 4 Years

The Resilient Green

Current Leader: General John Bolwen

Past Leaders: None

Years of leadership: 5 years
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Number of divisions current: 3

Number of divisions Total: 6

Army Strengths: Flexibility, Team Work, and Survivalist

Stripes

General John Bolwen - Blue Helmets and Blue striped jackets Officer David Erie - Yellow helmet and 

Yellow pants

Officer Burdruick - Grey striped pants Officer Herman Scorch - Red Helmets and Red striped pants 

Sargent Devron - None 

The Greens are known for 2 things, There Resilience and Flexibility. There tactics relies on responding to

what the enemy brings to the table. This is due to two things. One is the fact that infantry units are 

trained for 1 week which is 2 more days then usual. The other is the backseat commander tactic which

allows an officer to call in to a battlefield and offer his own tactics to the commanding officer. 

In the past wars the green have proven even in impossible odds there capable of pulling out a victory. 

It's not uncommon for them to be outnumbered and outgun. They rely on the commanders expertise 

and the men's extra training to pull through anything. There also known for being pretty civil and 

making treaty's with other nations. This lends to other nations sharing experimental tech with the 

greens in time of peace allowing them to not fall too behind the curve. 

General John Bolwen was alongside the founding nations Fathers. He's been in this mess since the 

beginning and has seen the strange and horror an army man can produce. Unlike a lot of commanders 

In the green nation John not a fan of innovation. Instead he focuses no the fundamentals of tactics and is 

exceptional at almost every tactic. Because of this in theory he'd be predictable but his tactic in 

general tend to be very flexible. 

General John tactics rely on the men's overall exceptional training to be able to snuff out any of the 

 enemy commander gimmicks. This means he's a jack of all trades master of none. With that in note 

Johns downfall is that a really good one trick horse can destroy him. 
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Officer David Erie is the nations newest officer who was given commandment of a regiment after The 

Home wars after losing a old time veteran commander. He's the youngest of the bunch but due to his 

notoriety for being a lucky individual of his inf platoon. He was also weirdly enough able to stumble 

upon a new method of creating men that's exclusive to the green nation, It allows cheaper 

men to be deployed at a much more rapid rate at the cost of training and toughness. 

Officer David focuses on deploying men at a much faster and cheaper rate but also his weird aura of 

good luck. Unlike a lot of his ally commander he employs sloppy tactics that for the most 

part rely on drowning his ally in numbers and hope for the best. Because of this the best method is 

to figure out a means to cut down his blobs and deal with his obnoxiously good luck. 

Officer Burdruick is known for his expertise in ground to air combat. He was assigned officer at the 

start of the great confusion to deal with turquoise massive air divisions. As such he's been known to 

completely annihilate air opposition and creating a tech that's named adv seeker missiles. As such he's

created an infamous name for himself and people coined the nickname "Bird Eater". 

Officer Burdruick stick is anti air weaponry. Bringing air units would be suicide. As turquoise commander 

Adya said  "My entire air brigade has been bested by a green moron who probably never even 

went into officer training school". He knows the ins and outs of most air units giving him a huge

Advantage. Add this onto the fact that most of his men have been specifically trained to deal with 

air units. His biggest fear are units with heavy armor focus giving him a harder time due to him 

not usually being equipped with anti armor forces. 

General Officer Heman Scorch is the commander one of the oldest division in the green army. A scout 

division that focuses on infantry and fast moving vehicle. He's known as scorch due to the emphases 

on making sure every inf squad in his units equipped with fire grenades and flamethrower. He's known for

having some of the fastest units in Armboxia. 

Officer Heman almost never brings heavy armor due to him being a recon division. Unlike his green 

brethren he can use some forms of stealth. He relies on his speed and more conspicuous approach to
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the field to get the better of other commanders. Big heavy hitters and armor units tend to give him a

little bit harder time. 

Officer Devon Cherwood aliases goes by Sargent Devon. He goes by that aliases because he became a 

legend at the rank of Sargent leading a squad of men into a suicide mission. Every Man in that 5 man 

squad pulled through unscathed and the assignment accomplish. They were then deemed as a special 

unit and named Devon's hero's. After exceeding Officer Scorch's expectation he deemed Captain Devon 

his own division. Devon requested one thing. That his division be an infantry only division, and that he 

stays with his men. Both request were approved.

Sargent Devon unique in the fact that his 5 men squad can either tag along and become part of a allied

green nations army or become a separate army all together and have his 5 men squad leading a 

division. Each one giving a squad or two benefits that exceed the average captain or lieutenant. Treat 

that as any other all around team but be wary of the captains and lieutenants advantages and 

disadvantages.

Lost divisions

Officer Dan Vehlen 

Main function - Anti Armor division

Reason for lost: Lost in the home

Performance: Outstanding

Battles in: 30

Battles won:21

Battles Lost:9

Time in Service:4 Years

The Intellectual Turquoise

Current Leader: General Jr. Abrian Moswood

Past Leaders: Abrian Moswood

Years of leadership: 2 Years
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Number of divisions current: 3

Number of divisions Total: 5

Army Strengths: Massive air advantages, Experimental Infantry, and rapid attack speed.

Stripes:

General Jr. Abrian Moswood - Green Helmet Officer Adya Zen - Dark Blue Officer Guton ludrick - 

Yellow helmet and pants

The Turquoise are known for there amazing air efficiency, Inventive nature that allows for intriguing 

tech that can change the function of a unit all together. This lead to some amazing methods that are 

still used and mimicked by other nations. A lot of there research it leads to sub-par at best weaponry 

and leads to malfunctioning creations. 

Many of the advancements every nation uses today is usually due to turquoise inventions. Like the 

artillery guns and personnel rocket launcher. There air dominance usually leads to heavy air support 

and bombing runs.. Turquoise air units usually tough due to the pilots being trained in Dog 

fighting capability and avoiding anti air fire. 

General Jr. Abrian Moswood is the son of Abrian Moswood. A talented General that started the 

nations when he was only 2 months old. After his father death to a tan assassin under Officer Guton's 

orders. Ever since then he moved up from being a officer of a combat aviation brigade. To a full on 

commanding general of the turquoise army.

Abrian focuses mostly on heli combat with rapid response infantry that are effective at entering and 

re-entering an elevated helicopter easily and swiftly using an exclusive recent invention named pull rope.

This allows rapid fire deployment and redeployment of his inf from the chopper. The hardest counter 

to Abrians plan is to deploy anti inf and air weaponry.

Adya Zen is an officer that specializes in air combat. He's quick temper and easily agitated. Even then 

he's known for quick strikes and lethal air game. His air brigade tends to do massive damage to 

ground and air units and is usually called upon to give air superiority in a sector. His research team 

invented a unique exclusive lock on capability that give there fighters a huge advantage over dogfights. 
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Adya zen lightning speed is notorious among Armboxia. By time he strikes most of your armor 

division gone before your anti air can get a shot off. This is due to pilots having extensive time 

training in air to ground and air to air a couple of days more then most nations trained units. The

best method to be rid of Adya is to bring several anti air units.

Officer and Lead scientist Zod Ludrick is a combined arm officer that focuses on experimental 

electric forces. These are known to penetrating the thickest armor but have very abysmal range. 

Guton was originally the head scientist for Adya zen. After much consideration he was added to the 

forces to lead an experimental unit that focuses on testing new inventions on the enemy forces to see

how effective they are. 

Guton Ludrick forces are decked in 2 things that make them unique, Electric weaponry. All of Gutens 

small arms and vehicles may have the choice to bring electric weaponry. The second unique equipment 

Guton's may bring jump jets. Jump jets lets the unit jump long distances and over buildings and 

obstacles that are out of reach. The best way to deal with Gutons unit is to keep your distance. If 

they close the gap they can unleash devastating fire power that can burn through the thickest hide 

and shuts systems down causing reboots. 

Lost Divisions

Officer Kurbick Anstron

Main function - Experimental Unit

Reason for lost: Disbanded due to poor efficiency

Performance: Sub Par

Battles in: 28

Battles won:8

Battles Lost:20

Time in Service:1 Year

Officer Hadin Bullruck

Main function: Anti-Infantry
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Reason for lost: Lost in the home

Performance:Above average

Battles in:25

Battles Won: 14

Battles Lost: 11

Time in Service: 8 Months

The Strong Brown
Current Leader: General Dien Darkil

Past Leaders: General Bill Shrub

Years of leadership: 1 Year

Number of divisions current: 2

Number of divisions Total: 4

Army Strengths: Hard defenses and beefier units.

Stripes:

The Strong Brown are known for 2 things, Defense and simplicity. There's only 2 division for a reason. 

Different tactics conflict with one another and often lead to unsuccessful en devours. Only 

specialization and minor secondary skills lead to a strong nation. These are the very same words 

General Bill said since the very inception of the strong brown. They also have an exclusive method to 

make rapid barricade using jengha pieces. 

Because of this commanders have a hard time piercing browns defenses. There defenses are very in-

depth and complex which allow unpredictability in most cases. Add that with there obsession with 

trenches and you've got yourself a stone wall that needs a big hammer to break through. There 

defense make a great offense due to dwindling down there opponents resources. This allows gaps 

in the enemy defenses that the inexperience co-general may take advantage of.

General Dien Darkil took over after the disappearance of Bill. He's known for being General Bill second 

hand man and understanding the ins and out of his tactics. He very rarely differs from the tactics that
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he's been programmed to follow. Even down to getting a second hand man himself. As such these 

tactics had lead the browns into the threat it is today. 

Dien Darkill tactics rely on heavy defenses that are extremely difficult to penetrate. Even for the most

seasoned offensive Officer. This is due to him mimicking his past leader to a tee. The best method of 

dealing with Dien is either wait it out and make him come to you or exploit a weakness in his current 

tactics.

Officer Dorkin benadict may be Diens Second in command, but he is an entirely different beast all 

together. Unlike Dien he focuses on offensive apc infantry fast hitting strikes that's effective at 

punishing a weakness in an opponents defense. Dien was always known for being aggressive and offensive.

Instead of normal deployment procedures he trains his men in exclusive tactics meant for faster 

deployment. 

Dorkins tactics are all about faster deployment and apc/trucks rolling into enemy front and deploying 

there units only to hop back in. This is extremely effective against unprepared defenses and slower 

pushes. The best method is to either refine your defensive position or throw some wrenches into his 

approaches.

Lost Divisions

General Bill Shrub

Main function - Defensive Unit

Reason for lost: Lost to the home

Performance: Outstanding

Battles in: 65

Battles won:37

Battles Lost:28

Time in Service:4 Year

Officer Dekon Syndrick
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Main Function - All Around unit

Reason for disbanding: Leader Kia

Performance: Average

Battles in: 45

Battles Won:23

Battles Lost:22

Time in service: 2 Years

The Home
Other factions named the forgotten are spread across The Home. A land outside of Armboxia that 

still isn’t mapped out fully and is almost impossible to reach outside of a weird random chance that’s

unreliable and still no side knows exactly how they work. None the less these factions have figured 

out a means to survive and thrive in there new environment. The following races are The Fire Hungry 

Red, The Hidden Pine Green, The Watery Blue, and The Predator Grey's.

The making of an army man

Each army man is made of plastic from strange alien artifacts called plastic and puddy. They are 

then trained for however long that nation normally train there men. They are then pumped out into 

the conflict and resume the chaos. plastic can be harvested using a multitude tools but the modern 

methods army men have are drill drainers. There also capable of extracting puddy which is weird 

goopy substance that gives the molds life. There’s sealed containers spread around the land of 

Armboxia. 

In the past once a nation has a good amount of both resources they then spend time melting the 

substance together to create an inf. This method is faulty due to the fact that the molder has to be 

very precise and accurate to the molding of the men in order to get a man with no mutations or 

faults. The modern method is to use a factory that molds whatever the user wants as near as 

perfect as possible at a considerable rate.
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The current climate

Due to the output modern machines, branching out for more resources seems to be the only means 

of sustaining these rates. For this reason only are the torques and green setting a truce to form a 

method to travel to the home freely. Although it’s a truce that can break off at any moment. Then 

there’s the brown and tan who want to set up a similar truce but so far most plans of truce 

just end up in a blood bath. 

The browns suggest that we just steal the plans from the green and turquoise truce instead of 

dealing with the tans. The tans also don't want to with the brown for they feel the browns 

are not competent enough to help the tan create there own gateway. Instead they wish to make there

own transport method in secret. 

Setup & Building an army

First an army must be built. Decide with your opponent how many points your putting into building 

your army’s then decide which commander your bringing to the battle. Then build an army based on 

whatever point limit the opponent proposed and what is legal to field. Then decide what table you wish

to play on and what scenario. If it’s a custom scenario then just make sure both players are willing 

to play on it. If not then the average field should be 40” in length from one side to another.  

 as many terrain set pieces the players may like. The players then decide where the deploy zone shall be

Here are some pre-set zones that players may either decide or let the luck of the dice decide for them. 

Each zone must be 6”/15cm from the edge of the table there on. 
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After the  zones and army have been built it’s time to figure out where the battle is taking place in the 
narrative. If this is a campaign battle make sure to check up on the rules and how many points you have. If 
not then House warfare has a interesting mechanic depending on where the battle may take place and even 
encourages you to place your battles around your home, office, and other places you think of. 

First off any objects that are placed throughout your home on the battlefield can be used as an obstacle, 
cover, or anything they wish it to be. As long as both players agree on what that object may be then it is 
that defined object. Ex: player 1 propose that A gas stove is considered dangerous terrain. Player 2 agrees 
that it’s a dangerous object IF it’s on. Which it could it be turned on via a player shooting the stoves control 
with 1 solider Both players agree on that rule and player 2 idea is considered fact. If neither player agrees on 
the objects defined characteristics then 1 player rolls a 1d6 and on a roll of 1 it’s cover(roll again on 1-2 it’s 
soft, 3-4 medium, 4-6 it’s heavy. No if and or butts!). On a roll of 2 it’s hindering terrain, 3 it’s elevated 
terrain, 4 it’s blocking terrain, 5 blocking terrain, and 6 roll 1 more time and  on a 1-3 it’s a building and on a 
4-6 it’s dangerous terrain. 
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Scenarios and Victory Points

In each game there’s a certain amount of victory points the player must obtain before they score 

victory. The first player to gain that total wins the game. This number can be anything the players 

decide but for a short game i’d recommend 5-10 and a longer game 15-20. The points scoring depend on

the game type but these are the default means of gaining points per game.

Killing the commander – Killing the opponent commander give you 3 Victory points.

Breaking the line – end a turn with infantry in the enemy deployment zone. Gain 1 Victory point.

There numbers are dwindling – Gain 1 vp for each Unit completely removed off the table.
Eliminated the threat – If the opponent has no more units left you gain 10 vp. 

The rest of the victory points depends on the current goal type. The following are different goal types 

that the players must choose before setting up the match.

Hold the line – An attacker and defender is chosen. They then setup a defensive line that the defender 

will consider his deployment zone. At the end of the turn each attacker gains 1 extra VP points for 

each unit K.O.. The defender gains 1 vp for each turn the deployment zone is clear of enemy units.

Secure the payload – There will be 6 Goal points placed on the map. They will be placed similar to the 

Terrain with the following exceptions. They must be 8”/20cm away from any enemy deployment zone. 

If a player gets an inf 3”/7cm away from a goal marker they then may move the goal marker with the

inf. That inf unit gains the slow disability. They then may move the goal marker back to there 

deployment zone. If that’s accomplished then that player gains +5 vp points.

Take and Hold – Setup is similar to secure the payload but instead of moving the goal markers back 

to your deployment zone you must keep inf at least 5”/12cm away from the goal mark in order to 
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capture it. If there is an enemy unit just as close to the goal marker then the objective is contested. 

Each turn you gain +2 vp for each goal marker you captured. 

Crush the opposition – “The numbers are dwindling” are worth +1 more point. The game keeps going 

into either one side loses all there units or someone reaches the Victory point limit.

The players then decide whether there defender, attacker, or both nations are clashing. Defenders

may place tools on the field such as sandbags and trenches. Mines on the other hand are placed in a 

different method. The players who have placed mines on the field must be defender in this scenario. If 

so he may then make a map from scratch of all the terrain on the field. He then places these mines on

his scratch map and puts the map face down on the side of the table. If that player picks up that 

map with a pencil in hand and makes any changes all mines he had set in place before hand are 

destroyed. If the opposing player walks within 1”/2cm nearby that mine it activates. You must show 

the opposing player were on the map that mine is and then access the damage as normal.

After that is decided players must play rock, paper, scissors best of 3 to determine who gets to 

deploy first(If there are more then 2 players simply roll off to see who gets to deploy first.) The 

winner then deploy his units. The losing opponent may then decide to challenge the opponent for the 

initiative and do another rock, paper, scissors best of 3 to decide whom gets to go first. The turns 

are then played out via activating 1 unit, Moving, shooting, and charging the activated unit. The next player 

gets to activate 1 unit and so on until all units have been activated. Once all units have been activated

you move on to the next turn. At turn 4 roll 1d6. On a 4, 5, or 6 the game continues. At turn 5 roll 1d6
5 or 6 the game moves on to turn 5. After turn 6 the game ends.. 

Terrain

Terrains fall into several categories. 

Cover – Cover provide infantry squad with some cover from gunfire. De-buffing the opposing fire 

at a +1 BSB. Ex: Barrels, Small Cars, flipped over table, etc.
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Hindering terrain – Terrain that requires effort to pass through. Vehicles and Infantry suffer a 

-2”/5cm Ex: Small trees, Boulders, etc

Elevated terrain – Higher terrain that gives all users -1 BSB for every 3” higher you are from your 

target. Ex: Buildings, Hills, cliffs, etc 

Blocking terrain – Terrain that blocks all sight from the target making it impossible to fire at the 

enemy at all. Ex: Walls, Vehicles, etc

Dangerous terrain – Terrain that’s more dangerous to cross. Must make a terrain roll of 1d6 for each

figure passing through. On a 6 that unit suffers 1 wound. That figure is auto killed and is not 

considered suppressed. Ex: Lava, Fire, spikes, etc.

Building – Infantry may enter buildings as if they similar to deploying vehicles. They may then take up

windows and count as being in light cover. They may also climb up to the roof and gain a -1 bsb. If an 

enemy squad enters the building then they are considered in CC and will play out cc combat as 
normal.

Squads

A squad is a group of infantry of no more then 10 men(Some races have a bigger or smaller limit in 

squad size so this rules varies.) Squads must be the same troop type and may not mismatch 

different troop types. They may equip themselves with any Arm weapons that are either default or 

exclusive to there race. All troops may take Pistols or Rifles at no cost(This may also vary depending 

on the race.)
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Activating infantry troop
Whenever a squad is activated they have the following options.

Activating Vehicles
Whenever a vehicle is activated they have the following options.

Troop type

Each race may have certain troops that are either exclusive or locked off to them. They may also 

have different stats for certain units. These are the default troop types for most races. You’ll have to

pay the cost for each infantry in that squad. Ex: a 7 man rookie squad cost 21 points.

Choice Move Notes
Walk Inf Speed May also fire small arms.

Run Inf Speed*2     May not fire any weapons.

Overwatch          0  May react once per turn by firing at enemy 
 that make it into there range of fire.

Duck & Cover  Inf Speed/2      May not fire any weapon. Drop into the 
  nearest cover and increase it by one.

Firing Line 0”   Figures in a squad gain a -1 to the BSB

Assualt          Inf speed*2      Make a moral check. If they suceed they may 
   move into close combat.

Action Move Notes

Hold   0” May fire all the weapon the vehicle has. Vehicle may 
pivot at a 90”

Move Veh Speed May fire half it’s weapons.

Hit the gas!     Veh speed*2   May fire 1 weapon at +2 bsb
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Name - The name of the squad type

Cost - Cost of the unit per infantry

BSB - Ballistic skill bonus. How skilled they are with weaponry

Morale – Morale, what you need to roll to succeed a morale roll.

Supr – Suppress limit that squad has.

CC - Close Combat, What you need to roll in order to succeed at close combat.

Speeed - How far the unit may move per turn

Arm - Armor, What armor it may be equipped with.

Personal Armour

Once hits have been determined the Unit can make armor saves against the majority type in the Unit. 

Certain races have limited access to certain armor or have special armor themselves. These are the 

default armor for majority of races. Buying one armor is enough to outfit a single squad..

Save - What you need to roll for all your hits.

Name Cost BSB   Morale   Suppress#  CC   Speed     Arm
Rookie   3       +1       +5       1       +6   6”/15cm  Light and Medium

Seasoned   5       0  +4       2       +5    8”/20cm Light, Medium, and Heavy

Veteran   8       -1       +3            3       +4    8”/20cm Light, Medium, Heavy, and Extra 
     Heavy

Elite   10      -2       +3            3        +3   10”/25cm Light, Medium, Heavy, and Extra 
      Heavy

Name Save Cost
Light  +6 -10

Medium  +5   0

Heavy  +4  10

Extra Heavy     +3  20
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Infantry Weapons

Certain races have limited access to certain weapons or have special weapons themselves. Other stats

may change depending on the race itself. These are the default Weapons that most races have access 

to. You have to pay for each weapon you wish to buy for that unit. Ex: to outfit 5 men with combat 

shotguns you’ll have to pay 25 points. Each squad has a limit of 3 grenades and 1 weapon per unit in 

the squad.

Name Range     Power  Cost    BS    Specials
Pistol/Revolver 8”/20cm    1FP       0     +3   +1 on Assaults

Infantry rifle 24”/60cm   1FP       0      +4    None

Sniper Rifle 34”/80cm   1FP      10      +5    None

Sub-Machine Gun        16”/40cm   2FP      10     +4    None

Light Machine Gun       32”/80cm  3FP     20      +5   None

Combat Shotgun         8”/20cm   3FP       5      +4   Armor Pen(2)

C4^  6”/15cm    3FP      10       +5  Blast(3) Anti-Buildings

Grenade Launcher       16”/40cm   N/A     20       +5  Blast(1) Fp Depends on the grenade loaded.

Frag Grenade^  12”/30cm   3FP      5       +4   Blast(1) Charge(3)

Glue Grenade  14”/35cm   1FP      5        +4  Blast(1) Charge(3) Immobilize(3)

Smoke Grenade  12”/30cm   N/A      5       +4  Blast(1) Charge(3) Blind(3)

Shock Grenade            12”/30cm   N/A     5       +4  Blast(1) Charges(3) Glitch(3)

Fire Grenade              12”/30cm   3FP     5       +4  Blast(1) Charges(3) Auto Kill

AP Grenade  12”/30cm    3FP    5         +4  Blast(1) Charges(3) Anti-Armor
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Range – The minimum distance the target has to be for the weapon to be used.
Power – The amount of dice your allowed to roll in the attack.
BS – What you need to roll in order to land a hit.



Heavy Arms

Tools

Squads may take at least 1 tool. Any tool without a * near there name have a charge of only 1. 

Name Cost Special
Engineer Kit 10 May repair a wound on a vehicle on a 6+

Grappling Hook 5 Allows this unit to move up terrain that’s 
6”/15cm above there heads at a -2”/5cm.

Scope 5 Gives the unit 5”/12cm range and -1 bsb.

Sandbags 10 Let’s the unit build sandbag cover at the length 
8”/20cm. The unit then may move at a -2”/5cm
They may not do any other action. Trenches have 
a health of 2

Spades 10 Let’s the unit build trench at the length 
5”/12cm. The unit then may move at a -2”/5cm
They may not do any other action for 2 turns.  

Barbed Wires 10 Let’s the unit build barbed wire that is 10”/25cm
in length or place them before the game. Barbed 
wire is considered dangerous terrain For 
Infantry. That unit may not do any other action 
for 2 turns(Which includes moving)

Name Range      Power Cost BS Special
Heavy Machine Gun 40”/101cm   4FP  30     +5       Suppress Slow Anti infantry Armor Pen

Flamethrower 12”/20cm    4FP  25     +4 Autokills Ignores Cover Slow

RPG^ 24”/60cm    3FP         25 +5 Anti-Armor Slow

Light Anti-Tank Gun    32”/80cm    3FP         30     +5 Slow Requires(2) Anti Armor

Heavy Anti-Tank Gun 32”/80cm    4FP  35 +5 Anti-Armor Slow Requires(3)

Light Mortars^ 40”/100cm    3FP         30     +4       Indirect Fire Suppress

Heavy Mortars^         40”/100cm    4FP  35     +5       Slow Indirect Fire Suppress Requires(2) Anti-
Armor
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                      Name Speed Crew/Passenger Cost BSB Wounds Armor Equipped Specials                    WL
              Jeep 16”/30cm 1/3                      20 +1 2   +6    LMG                 Open Topped                 1/0

             Truck 12”/40cm 2/10           30 0    2                                                +6 None Open Topped 1/0

     APC 10”/25cm     2/8                                 35 +1 3 +5 HMG None                 1/3

            L.Tank 10”/25cm 3/0          45 +1                       4 +4 LAG/LMG None                 2/0

  M.Tank 8”/20cm      4/0            55 0                       5 +3 LAG/HMG None                 2/0

   H.Tank 6”/15cm      5/0                            65 -1 6 +3       HAG/HMG None                 3/0

      AA Gun 0”      2/0                                              40 0 2 +4 AA Gun Anti-Air           1/3

   Howitzer 0”      3/0                                                         55 0 3 +5 ALT Gun Anti-Vehicle Suppress 1/3

        Chopper 12”/30cm 2/8     50     0      3       +4 (3)Missles/LMG Hovering                 3/2

       Fighter Jet 16”/40cm 3/0                                                    55 -2 3 +5 (3)Missles/LMG Soaring Anti-Air 3/5

      Bomber Jet 12”/30cm 2/0           60 -2                       4 +5 (3)Bombs/LMG Anti-Armor Anti-Building 3/7

Caltrops 10 Let’s the unit build caltrops at the length of 10”/25cm of place it before the 
game begins. which is considered hindered terrain for infantry and non tread 
track vehicles. Squad may still move and fire after setup

Dragons Teeth 15 Let’s the unit build Dragons Teeth at the length of 10”/25cm or place it 
before the game starts. Considered blocking terrain for all non-airborne 
vehicles. Infantry may use them as small cover. Unit may not do anything This 
unit may not do any other action for this turn.

Mine Sweeper 10 When squad comes within 12”/30cm from a mine that mine is revealed. If the 
squad moves 1”/2cm then that mine is destroyed without activation.

AP Mine^ 15 Placed before the game. See setup rules for and more info on mines. Does 
4FP Anti amor damage to any unit that is 1/2cm from the mine.

Glue Mine 15 Placed before the game. See setup for rules and more info on the mine. Does 
2FP immobilizes damage to any unit that is 1”/2cm away from the mine.

Vehicles

Each race may have certain vehicles that are either exclusive or locked off to them. They may also 

have different stats for certain units. These are the default vehicles most races have access to.
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Vehicle Weapons

Note: Specials cannot stack with one another.

Name     Power   Cost    Range   BS   Special Upgrade for
LMG      3FP        10   32”/100cm   +5   Suppress All

HMG         4FP       20   40”/101cm    +6   Suppress Anti-Infantry All

LAG^      3FP       20   32”/100cm    +4   Blast(1) All tanks,Apc, Jet, And Bomber

HAG^      4FP       30   40”/101cm     +5   Anti-Armor Blast(2)   M.Tanks, H.Tanks, Chopper, Jets

Anti-Air G  4FP       20   40”/101cm  +4   Anti-Air Must fire at air units.  APC and Jeep

L.Alt Gun^    3FP       20   45”/114cm    +4   Suppress Anti-Building Blast(2)  Howitzer, Jeep, and APC

H.Alt Gun^    4FP       25   50”/127cm   +5  Suppress Anti-Building Blast(3)  Howitzer
       Anti-Armor   

AP Missle^    4FP      20    24”/60cm    +3  Anti-Armor Charge(3)  Jets,,,Anti-AirG, and Chopper

EMP Missle^   2FP     20    24”/60cm     +3  Glitch(3) Charges(3)  Jets,,Anti-AirG and Chopper
        Anti-Armor

Heat Missle^  3FP     20    24”/60cm     +3  Track Charges(3) Blast(2)         Jets,,Anti-AirG and Chopper

The Pyro       3FP     25     20”/50cm     +2  Auto-Kill Charges(5) Blast(2)    Bomber Jet and Howitzer

EMP Bomb^   3FP      25     20”/50cm     +2  Glitch(5) Charges(5) Blast(2)    Bomber Jet and Howitzer

Big Bessy^     6FP     30(5)  20”/50cm     +2  Anti-Armor Anti-Building   Bomber Jet and Howitzer 
 Blast(3)

Gump Bomb   2FP      20(5)  20”/50cm    +2  Immobilize Charge(5) Blast(2)  Bomber Jet and Howitzer
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WL is how many weapons may be outfitted on the vehicle/bombs they may equip and carry.

Equipped weapons come with the vehicle. You may upgrade the vehicle and change the weapon on it 

depending on what type of Vehicle you took(Upgrades below in vehicle weapons.). Jeeps, Trucks, Howitzer and APC are non
Tread and light vehicles. AAGun and all tanks are considered tread vehicles. Jets and Chopper are considered air units.  



Terms
The terms listed goes as follows.

Crew/Passengers – How many men man that man the vehicle and how many passengers. It may carry.

BSB – Ballistic Skill Bonus. What you add/deduct from your bs.

BS – Ballistic Skill. What you need to roll in order to gain a hit.

Morale – What you need to roll in order to succeed your morale roll.

Suppress # - The amount of suppressed figures that unit may have before it has to take casualties.

CC – Close combat value. What you must roll in order to succeed in assaults.

Save – what you must roll in order to avoid taking casualties/suppression

Power – How many dice you roll when firing a weapon.

Specials – Notes and extra features that item has. 

Anti-Air – Adds +2FP to the dice roll when Targeting Air units.

Anti-Building- Adds +2FP to the dice roll when targeting fortifications or buildings of any kind.

Anti-Armor – Adds +2FP to the dice roll when targeting Ground vehicles.

Open Topped - Passengers may fire out the vehicle at a +1 to bsb.

Hover – Ignore terrain. All ground units besides besides units with track suffer a +1 to bsb. When 
targeting this unit.
Soaring – Unit must move at least half there movement. Ignores terrain. All ground units besides units  
with track suffer +2 to Bs when targetting this unit.
Blast – Weapon that has an aoe(Area of Effect). The number next to it determines the size. Blast 1 

being 6”/15 cm. For every blast higher then 1 add 2”/5 cm.

Auto Kill – This weapon cannot suppress units. Instead all wounds automatically kill a target.

Ignores Cover – Cover is not calculated for figuring out the bsb when firing this weapon.

Charges – This item may only be used a limited amount of times. How many times is determined by 

the number beside it. 

Immobilize – Target may not move for however many turns in the ().

Blind – unable to target units behind this weapon. 

^ – May harm Vehicles.

Slow - (-2) Movement
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Armor Pen – Enemy armor saves have to make a +(x) to save a wound.



Indirect Fire – May fire at an enemy not in sight as long as 1 ally has line of sight on them.

Suppress – Auto suppresses 1 Inf.

Glitch – Vehicular units may not move for (x) Amounts of turns.

Track – Removes Soaring/Hover BS debuff.

Turns and activating units.
The first player activates one squad or vehicle and roll suppression for each suppressed unit. 

Afterwards the player does the movement and attack phase for that squad. After both phases are 

finished initiative is given to the Next player. He then completes the same actions and gives it either to 

the next player or in a 1 on 1 game back to player 1. Once all squads and vehicles have been activated the

next turn commences and each player rolls off to see who’ll go first for that turn. If one player has 

no more units to activate but the other player still has units, then that player may activate all 

remaining units.

Moving

Units may move as far as there movement speed. When encountering hindering terrain that unit 

loses 2”/5cm off there speed. Infantry units may move over cover terrain at a -2”/5cm to there 

movement. Vehicles may run over cover terrain that is medium and under at a -1”/2cm for soft cover 

-2”/5cm. Remove the terrain from the playing field. Infantry may climb “3/7cm above there heads at a 

cost of half there movement. Anything higher then 3”/7cm may not be climbed up unless the unit is 

equipped with a tool to climb. Tired/tread tracked vehicles may not climb up elevated terrain. Walkers 

may climb up terrain that is 6”/15cm. 
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Anti-Infantry – Add +2fp when attacking infantry.

Requires – The number of men required to operate this weapon. Men may not fire while operating the 

weapon.



Firing
A unit can fire at any enemy unit that they have a clear line of sight to and are in range. It can 

split its fire on more than one target. Each figure in a Unit throws one die per fp, trying to 

equal or exceed the target number (BSB + BS + cover). Each die that does so is a Wound. 

The Defender must then roll 1d6 for each wound. For all Unsaved wounds, defender must 

Resolve by suppressing the amount of wounds he received. He then removes as many units he needs until

the squad suppress limit has been reached. You may not fire at enemy units that are engaged in CC. 

Suppression
A figure that is Suppressed is placed on its side to signify that it has gone to ground. That figure can 

blind fire at a +2(unless there rookies then they may not fire while they are suppress). Roll a morale 

test for each suppressed figure. On each pass 1 figure may stand back up. The maximum number of 

Suppressed figures a Unit can have is related to its Type. Rookies can only have 1 suppressed figure. 

Season can only have 2 suppressed figure. Elites and Veteran can only have 3 suppressed figure. 
Suppressed units also move at a -2 speed. The figures in front of the attack are always the first to be
Suppressed 

Vehicle damage
Whenever a vehicle takes a wound it must roll to see the results. If the vehicles is hit from the front

roll 2d6 and take the best roll. If hit from the side take the worse roll. If hit from the back take the 

worse roll and add +1. 

Roll Effect
1-2 Crew is stunned and have a +1 BSB for the next turn. Place a stun token on it.

3-4 Weapon Destroyed(Defenders choice). May be repaired with an engineer kit.

 5 Vehicle immobilized for the rest of the game. Can be repaired with an engineer kit.

 6 Vehicle is destroyed. All Crew/Passengers must bail out.
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Assault
A unit move twice it’s movement speed into CC. The defender may choose to either brace the attack 

which will allow him to attack in cc for the first round and negate the -1 BSB they gain from being 

assaulted, or fire for every 10”/25cm there opponent must cross to engage the opponent at a 

+2 to there BS. Units charging DO NOT become suppress and are automatically removed from the field. 

After that the charging player brings all units that are in touching range of the enemy. 

Anyone who is out of range of the enemy must move at least 3”/7cm from the target. The stragglers 

will pile in after the first round of combat. Then the attacking player goes first and roll 1 dice for each 

unit within range at a -1 bsb if the defender did not brace. They must roll over there cc skill. The opponent 

then rolls for wounds and access the damage. Then if the defender brace for the attack he may retaliate 

WITHOUT the -1 bsb. Once the defenders get there attacks in and damage is the access then each 

side must then decide which one lost this round of combat depending on the # of casualties. The 

opponent who suffered the most casualties from this round of combat must make a moral test. If 

succeed there unit stays in combat. If failed then that unit must retreat and is considered routed. 

Follow the normal routed rules found in the morale section. The winning unit may then move half there

movement in any direction.

Morale
Once a squad loses half it’s figures then it must make a moral roll. If it fails then that squad is 

routed even if there is suppressed figures in it. They automatically Move there slowest figures speed 

away from the enemies starting point. They must make another morale roll in order to regroup then 

they are allowed to be controlled as normal. If they move off the playing field then that unit has 

retreated and is removed from the field. 

Embark/Disembarked rules
A squad of infantry may embark in a vehicle that allows passengers. If the infantry unit is 3”/7cm 

away from the vehicle they may embark that vehicle as an action for that turn. They may then 

disembark at any times 3”/7cm away from that vehicle. Disembarked units may not do any other 

actions that turn. Crew members can never Un-deploy. If for some reason the crew members are not
in the vehicle. You may split up a squad to place them in the vehicle as the new crew.
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the vehicle that vehicle is considered unmanned and may be re-manned via putting inf inside of the 

vehicle to man it. They have a BsB of +6 due to being untrained on the controls of that vehicle. 

Bail Out

Each vehicle has a crew/passenger limit. Roll 1d6 for each crew/passenger currently in the vehicle. For 

every 6 rolled that unit takes that many wounds. The crew are considered there own unit and both the

crew and passengers are placed 3”/7cm from the crash. 

Races, Officers, and Special units. 

In this section we’ll cover all the races officers, unique units, and special units that are scenario only. 

All officers give certain buffs, bonuses, discounts, etc to the player. They also might come with a 

drawback or two so make sure to choose your officers wisley. 

Resilient Green
Bonus: Backseat Commander tactics – Allows an officer to grant the commanding officer there buffs 

even if he’s not present on the board. If he is present on the board both commanders may use the 

others buff as well, but they must choose which buff they wish to utilize that turn. 

Unique tech: Halftrack –  speed: 12”/30cm  Crew/Passengers: 1/6  Cost: 25  BsB: 0  Wounds: 2  Armor: 

+5  Equipped: HMG  Specials: Open Topped  Weapon Limit: 1/0

Bang grenade – 6”/12cm grenade that instead of harms the opponent suppress them. 

General John Bolwen

Buff: -1 to all units BSB, +3” range to all units, and +2” Inf Speed 

Discounts – None

Unique Units – None

Stats- BSB: -1   Morale: +3   Wounds: 3 CC: +4 Speed: 8”/20cm Starting Armor: Medium

Drawbacks – None
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Officer David Erie

Buff: Luck ability: any unit 9” from officer David gains a reroll to a single wound that it may take. 

Discounts – 50% off of all infantry (round down)

Unique Units – None

Stats- BSB: 0   Morale: +4   Wounds: 2   CC: +5   Speed: 8”/20cm   Starting Armor: Medium

Drawbacks – None of David infantry may take Heavy or Extra Heavy armor. +1 BSB to all of david erie 

infantry

Officer Burdruick Darwin

Buff: +2 all units gain +2 to attacking any airborne target

Discounts – 50% discount on all weapons that have the anti air special. 

Unique Units – adv seeker missiles Heavy weapons that deal +2 fp more then seeker missiles Cost 10 for 1 

Stats – BSB: -1   Morale: +3   Wounds: 3   CC: +4   Speed: 8”/20cm   Starting armor: Medium

Drawbacks: Weapons that have the anti armor special cost 50% more. 

Officer Devon Cherwood/Sargent Devon

Buff: Each Commando give units 9” away from him gain a unique buff. Leaden: -1 BSB Sedrean: +2” Speed

Parker: +1 CC and Flinch: +1 Supress# If they are in division mode. In squad mode the entire squad take

all of the buffs to there units. 

Discounts: None

Unique Units – None

Stats – Devon: BSB: -2    Morale: +3   Wounds: 3   CC: +3   Speed – 10”/25cm   Starting Armor: Heavy

Commandos: BSB – 1   Morale: +3   Wounds: 1   CC: +3   Speed – 8”/20cm   Starting Armor: Medium

Drawbacks: Taking this officer cost 60 pts. 
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Officer Scorch

Buff: Flame weapons add +1 FP and +2”/5cm

Discounts: Flame Weapons are 50% off

Unique Units – None

Stats: BsB: -1 Morale: +2  Wounds:4  CC: +2  Speed – 8”/20cm  Starting Amor: Medium

Drawbacks: Infantry squad limit = 6



Unique Tech: Hankie – Allows a single unit to be invisible to the enemy units. In order for a unit to see 

the target they must first make a morale roll at a -1. Once it has been reveal remove the hankie and 

the unit is now no longer invisible. 20 points for one hankie

Needle grenade – range of 14”/35cm 3FP cost of 10 +4 BS Blast(1) Charges(3) and Suppress special.

General Hungar Ervin 

Buffs: Before the match start he may pick one of the other officers in The Sly tan army bonus. 

Discounts: None

Unique Units: None

Stats:BSB: 0   Morale: +2   Wounds: 3   CC: +3   Speed: 8”/20cm   Starting armor: Light

Drawbacks: Takes the drawback of that officer as well. 

Officer Hendrick Ervin

Buffs: +1 FP to all armored units. 

Discounts: None.

Unique units: None

Stats:BSB: -2  Morale: +3   Wounds: 4   CC: +3   Speed: 10”/25cm   Starting armor: Medium

Drawbacks: Inf units cost 25% more.

Officer Guton Ervin

Buffs: None

Discounts:50% off (round down) off hankie and 25% Elite soilders

Unique Units: None

Stats: BSB: -1   Morale: +4   Wounds: 3   CC: +3   Speed: 8”/20cm   Starting armor:Medium

Drawbacks: May only take Jeep, Truck, or Apc Vehicles.

Officer Algen Ervin

Buffs: artillery pieces gain +6”/12cm in range, -1 BSB, and +1FP. 
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The Sly Tan
Bonus: May sabotage 1 unit and half the wounds that it has for a total of 20 points. 



Discounts:25% Artillery units

Unique Units: None

Stats: BSB: 0   Morale: +4   Wounds: 2   CC: +4   Speed: 8”/20cm   Starting armor: Light

Drawbacks: Infantry cost 50% more. 

Officer Gleton Ervin

Buffs: Light armor Veh gain 4”/8cm speed and +2FP

Discounts: Light armor vehicles %25 and Light infantry armor gets 50% off(Meaning light armor is -20).

Stats: BSB: 0   Morale: +4   Suppress#: 2   CC: +4   Speed:8”/20cm   Starting Armor: Light

Drawbacks:  Infantry may not take Heavy armor.  Heavy vehicles Cost 50% more. 

The Intellectual Turquoise

Bonus: Air raid – All air transports may take +2 passengers. 

Unique Tech

Bobing chopper – 12”/30cm Speed, 2/12 Crew/Passenger, Cost 60, BsB N/A, 2 wounds, Armor +4, Nothing 

Equipped, Specials, Hovering, and weapon limit 0/0. 

Nitro Engine – A +5”/10cm speed upgrade to any vehicle. Cost 10

General Jr.Abrian Moswood

Buffs: Vehicles with hover gain a +4”/8cm speed boost along with the pull rope item. Pull rope allows a

inf to be disembark in the movement phase then reembark after there shooting phase. 

Discounts: Choppers and Seasoned Inf cost 25% less(round down)

Stats: BSB: +1 Morale: +4 Suppress#:3  CC: +4  Speed:8”/20cm  Starting Armor: Medium

Drawbacks: May not take any Inf Heavy weapons or Heavy Vehicles.

Officer Adya zen

Buffs: All Air vehicles gain +2 FP, -1 BsB, and 6”/12cm speed.
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Discounts: None

Stats: BSB: -1  Morale: +3  Wounds: 3  CC: +6  Speed:8”/20cm Starting Armor:Medium

Drawbacks: All air vehicles cost 50% more (Round down)

Officer Zod Ludrick

Buffs: Electric weaponry Adds +2FP and ^ to small arms, glitch to heavy for all of Zod weapons at a cost of 
half there range. Jump Jets lets the unit jump at *2 there inf speed but suffer a +1 BSB when used. 
Cost 20 pts per squad.  
 
Discounts: None

Stats: BsB: +1  Morale: +5  Wounds: 1  CC: +6 Speed: 6”/15cm  Starting Armor: Light

Drawbacks: None

The Strong Brown

Bonus: Tough Hide – (-1) on all armor saves. 

Unique Tech

Mega Bunker – 15”/30cm long bunker that fits 20 men. Gives all infantry -1 BsB and is consider heavy 

cover. May fit 2 None moving Vehicles on the top giving them Medium Cover. Cost of 20 

Hydro Spades – Allows the player to build a 5”/12cm trench in 1 turn. At the cost of 15. 

General Dien Darkil

Buffs: Trenches and sandbags are 5”/12cm Longer and Fortifications Have +2 wounds. 

Discounts: All fortifications and defensive items cost 25% less(round down). 

Stats: BsB: -1 Morale: +3 Wounds: 3 CC: +4  Speed:8”/20cm Starting Armor: Medium

Drawbacks: May not buy any Transports. 

Officer Dorkin Bruce

Buffs: Infantry may disembark Apc, Trucks, or jeeps on there movement phase then reembark after 

there firing phase. 

Discounts: All vehicles that may transport passengers cost 25% less
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Stats: BsB: 0 Morale: +4  Wounds: 4 CC: +3 Speed:8”/20cm  Starting Armor:Medium

Drawbacks: May not buy any fortifications, mines, spades(May buy Hydro Spades), or sandbags. 

Campaigns
Campaigns are played out in a total of 5-20 sessions. There are 3 types of campaigns that will 
be discussed in this book. Escalation type, conquest, and narrative. The max numbers of player a 
campaign is the same number of generals there are in the base game. may have(15). Each player 
may take command of 1 of the general in any race. If there is a dispute of who's to get what 
role either player have to settle there disagreement with civil discussion or settle it out with a 
mirror skirmish match with 100 points. Winner gets that race.

Escalation adds points each session allowing the players to buy more units. Each win gains 2 
Victory point, loses gain 0 points and draws gain 1 point. After each session each player gains 
50-100 Army points to add to there total at the host/hostess choice. The host also sets the 
amount of army points the players start  out with. It continues to grow until the session limit 
has been reach. Count up how many victory points each player has earned. The player who earns 
the most points wins that campaign. If in case of a tie then a sudden death match must take 
place. Each player is only given 150 point army and must fight on a 40” field  to determine the 
victor.

Conquest is played through session unlike escalation or narrative session limit that could go on 
as long as there’s 2 races still willing to fight. Sessions are played out for control of a piece of 
territory mapped out by the host/hostess. If the campaign set in the Home then the map will 
be of the host/hostess Home, office, or any place they wish. The map must have separate tiles 
for each territory. Ex: The kitchen has 4 segments.

 Battlefields must be placed out in that location or a very close replica of that area. Control of 
certain parts offers certain perks if you hold the entirety of that area. Ex: Since you own the 
entirety of the kitchen you gain a special buff to the army that’s exclusive to that territory. 
The following pre-built perks of certain places are as follows, but discounts do not stack

Kitchen offers 50% discount on all fire weapons and a 25% discount on vehicles, Bathroom gives 
a 50% discount on all infantry armor and all infantry units gain a +2”/5cm speed, living room 
gives you 150+ army points, Bedrooms give you 200+ army Points, and Laundry room offers 25% 
discount on vehicle upgrades and +1fp on all vehicle weapons.
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If you wish for the campaign to take place in the army mans home world armboxia. Then you simply 
look at the armboxia map and play it out as follows. Each part have certain bonuses similar to a home 
that’s explain In the map below certain territory have characteristics that dictate what biome the 
battle takes place in.

Each race is allowed 1 attack per turn to an adjacent enemy territory. It can have an upward of 2 
commanders engaged in the combat. There army must be constructed before an attack/defense using the 
total army points of territory you control. Ex: Your attacking Cenef but your also defending hungar. You 
only have 500 points to spend on both attack and defense. 
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The Banja War
The Banja war ended 5 years ago and lasted 2 years. This was the first war and started when the 

green splinter group decided to fire upon a green scout group that were on the lookout for the lost 

splinter group in the Green nation. The green nation scout group suffered a beating with only 5 

members of there 30 man scout squad left standing.. 20 Lost and 5 captured. After that the leader of

the green nation John Owen decided that the splinter group cannot be reasoned with and ordered a 

search and destroy order to his Infantry and Armor Division named Scorched Earth.

Scorched earth found the where about of the splinter group and find them in the earshy swamp with 

over 6 Division of infantry and 3 armor. They were creating more men and apparently siding with the 

Blues splinter group to steal armor and resources from both nations. Unfortunately the Scorched 

earth Division reported that the splinter group was apart of the blue nation making it seem as if the 

blues were siding with the Splinter group. When John heard of this he asked the current blue nations 

leader Abrian what is the meaning of this. Abrian told him that they also have a splinter group and he

must of find them. He asked for the coordinates of there where about but due to the fact that john 

did not trust the blue nation so he didn’t tell him. Young Abrian took it personally shattering both 

nations peace and basically started the Banja War by threatening the green nation if they do not reveal

the where about of the green splinter group. 

The green nation went head to head with the blues unleashing a number of tactics they were saving 

for a rainy day when peace finally ended. Denting both powers to a considerable degree. The greens 

where so surprised of the technical prowess the blue nations had. They possess tanks that could

move faster and great penetration for it’s size.. The greens may have had a technical disadvantage but 

they definitely had a number tactical advantage. The greens versatility lent many outright loses to a 

near perfect victory. Neither side let up and both took heavy loses and near perfect victory in one
battle or another. 

While the blood thickens in both lands and numbers and resources starting to dwindle from the
 splinter groups stealing resources from both nations and the war. 4 months after the start of Banja 
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After all attacks and defense have been completed, then the victors of the successful attack own that 
territory and on there next attack/defense add however many AP to there total they gained from that 
attack. The defender loses that many AP from there count in defense and attack.
 
Narrative campaigns are all about telling a story that the host/hostess may makeshift and make there 
own. Which races and commanders are being played, the setting, and the time period is all up to the 
host/hostess as well. Each sessions should have a goal, a narrative, and certain army points depending 
on the host/hostess imagination and wishes. The end could be a big finale, a quick and fast escape, a 
daring last stand, or even as anti climatic as the host/hostess can come up with. Just make sure to try 
and make a fun experience for everyone.
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Expansion ideas
Ideas for free expansions that adds more mechanics, races, and units to the game.

Return of the homeland
Homeland Expansion that sets the narrative back into The Home and includes 4 new races that were 
created after the exiled from the home. 

War in the tub
Sea expansion that allows naval warfare to take place in campaign setting. Amphibious assault rules 
along with combined arms and Naval bombardment.

Spaghetti Front
Spaghetti western expansion. Adds 2 new races and a new map.

Attack on the toybox
Adds hero’s new hero units that affect the battlefield.

Tactical Operations  
Expands on the campaign and introduces army stacks and reinforcements. 



Tables and Stats

Activating infantry troop

Whenever a squad is activated they have the following options.

Choice Move Notes
Walk Inf Speed May also fire small arms.

Run Inf Speed*2     May not fire any weapons.

Overwatch          0  May react once per turn by firing at enemy that make it into there range of fire.

Duck & Cover  Inf Speed/2      May not fire any weapon. Drop into the nearest cover and increase it by one.

Firing Line 0”   Figures in a squad gain a -1 to the BSB

Assualt          Inf speed*2      Make a moral check. If they suceed they may move into close combat.

Activating Vehicles

Whenever a vehicle is activated they have the following options.

Action Move Notes

Hold   0” May fire all the weapon the vehicle has.

Move Veh Speed May fire half it’s weapons.

Hit the gas!     Veh speed*2   May fire 1 weapon at +2 bsb



Name Cost BSB   Morale   Suppress#  CC   Speed     Arm
Rookie   3       +1       +5       1       +6   6”/15cm  Light and Medium

Seasoned   5       0  +4       2       +5    8”/20cm Light, Medium, and Heavy

Veteran   8       -1       +3            3       +4    8”/20cm Light, Medium, Heavy, and Extra 
     Heavy

Elite   10      -2       +3            3        +3   10”/25cm Light, Medium, Heavy, and Extra 
      Heavy

Troop type

Personal Armour

Name Save Cost
Light  +6 -10

Medium  +5   0

Heavy  +4  10

Extra Heavy     +3  20

Name Range     Power  Cost    BS    Specials
Pistol 8”/20cm    1FP       0     +3   +1 on Assaults

Revolver 6”/15cm    2FP       0      +3    Armor Pen(1) 

Infantry rifle 24”/60cm   1FP       0      +4    None

Sniper Rifle 34”/80cm   1FP      10      +5    None

Sub-Machine Gun        16”/40cm   2FP      10     +4    None

Light Machine Gun       32”/80cm  3FP     20      +5   None

Combat Shotgun         8”/20cm   3FP       5      +4   Armor Pen(2)

Infantry Weapons



C4^  6”/15cm    3FP      10       +5  Blast(3) Anti-Buildings

Grenade Launcher       16”/40cm   N/A     20       +5  Blast(1) Fp Depends on the grenade loaded.

Frag Grenade^  12”/30cm   3FP      5       +4   Blast(1) Charge(3)

Glue Grenade  14”/35cm   1FP      5        +4  Blast(1) Charge(3) Immobilize(3)

Smoke Grenade  12”/30cm   N/A      5       +4  Blast(1) Charge(3) Blind(3)

Shock Grenade            12”/30cm   N/A     5       +4  Blast(1) Charges(3) Glitch(3)

Fire Grenade              12”/30cm   3FP     5       +4  Blast(1) Charges(3) Auto Kill

AP Grenade  12”/30cm    3FP    5         +4  Blast(1) Charges(3) Anti-Armor

Name Range      Power Cost BS Special
Heavy Machine Gun 40”/101cm   4FP  30     +5       Suppress Slow Anti infantry

Flamethrower 12”/20cm    4FP  25     +4 Autokills Ignores Cover

RPG^ 24”/60cm    3FP         25 +5 Anti-Armor Slow

Light Anti-Tank Gun    32”/80cm    3FP         30     +5 Slow Requires(2)

Heavy Anti-Tank Gun 32”/80cm    4FP  35 +5 Anti-Armor Slow Requires(3)

Light Mortars^ 40”/100cm    3FP         30     +4       Indirect Fire Suppress

Heavy Mortars^         40”/100cm    4FP  35     +5       Slow Indirect Fire Suppress Requires(2) Anti-Armor

Heavy Arms



Tools

Squads may take at least 1 tool. Any tool without a * near there name have a charge of only 1. 

Name Cost Special
Engineer Kit 10 May repair a wound on a vehicle on a 6+

Grappling Hook 5 Allows this unit to move up terrain that’s 
6”/15cm above there heads at a -2”/5cm.

Scope 5 Gives the unit 5”/12cm range and -1 bsb.

Sandbags 10 Let’s the unit build sandbag cover at the length 
8”/20cm. The unit then may move at a -2”/5cm
They may not do any other action. Trenches have 
a health of 2

Spades 10 Let’s the unit build trench at the length 
5”/12cm. The unit then may move at a -2”/5cm
They may not do any other action for 2 turns.  

Barbed Wires 10 Let’s the unit build barbed wire that is 10”/25cm
in length or place them before the game. Barbed 
wire is considered dangerous terrain For 
Infantry. That unit may not do any other action 
for 2 turns(Which includes moving)

Caltrops 10 Let’s the unit build caltrops at the length of 10”/25cm of 
place it before the game begins. which is considered 
hindered terrain for infantry and non tread track 
vehicles. Squad may still move and fire after setup

Dragons Teeth 15 Let’s the unit build Dragons Teeth at the length of 1
0”/25cm or place it before the game starts. Considered 
blocking terrain for all non-airborne vehicles. Infantry 
may use them as small cover. Unit may not do anything 
This unit may not do any other action for this turn.

Mine Sweeper 10 When squad comes within 12”/30cm from a mine that 
mine is revealed. If the squad moves 1”/2cm then that 
mine is destroyed without activation.

AP Mine^ 15 Placed before the game. See setup rules for and more 
info on mines. Does 4FP Anti amor damage to any unit 
that is 1/2cm from the mine.

Glue Mine 15 Placed before the game. See setup for rules and more 
info on the mine. Does 2FP immobilizes damage to any 
unit that is 1”/2cm away from the mine.



                      Name Speed Crew/Passenger Cost BSB Wounds Armor Equipped Specials                    WL
              Jeep 16”/30cm 1/3                      20 +1 2   +6    LMG                 Open Topped                 1/0

             Truck 12”/40cm 2/10           30 0    2                                                +6 None Open Topped 1/0

     APC 10”/25cm     2/8                                  35 +1 3 +5 HMG None                 1/3

            L.Tank 10”/25cm 3/0          45 +1                       4 +4 LAG/LMG None                 2/0

  M.Tank 8”/20cm      4/0            55 0                       5 +3 LAG/HMG None                 2/0

   H.Tank 6”/15cm      5/0                            65 -1 6 +3       HAG/HMG None                 3/0

      AA Gun 0”      2/0                                              40 0 2 +4 AA Gun Anti-Air      1/3

   Howitzer 0”      3/0                                                         55 0 3 +5 ALT Gun Anti-Vehicle Suppress 1/3

        Chopper 12”/30cm 2/8     50     0      3       +4 (3)Missles/LMG Hovering                 3/2

       Fighter Jet 16”/40cm 3/0                                                    55 -2 3 +5 (3)Missles/LMG Soaring Anti-Air 3/5

      Bomber Jet 12”/30cm 2/0           60 -2                       4 +5 (3)Bombs/LMG Anti-Armor Anti-Building 3/7

Vehicles

Equipped weapons come with the vehicle. You may upgrade the vehicle and change the weapon on it 

depending on what type of Vehicle you took(Upgrades below in vehicle weapons.). Jeeps, Trucks, Howitzer and APC are non
tread vehicles. AAGun and all tanks are considered tread vehicles. Jets and Chopper are considered air units.  

Vehicle Weapons

Name     Power   Cost    Range   BS   Special Upgrade for
LMG      3FP        10   32”/100cm   +5   Suppress All

HMG         4FP       20   40”/101cm    +6   Suppress Anti-Infantry All

LAG^      3FP       20   32”/100cm    +4   Blast(1) All tanks,Apc, Jet, And Bomber

HAG^      4FP       30   40”/101cm     +5   Anti-Armor Blast(2)   M.Tanks, H.Tanks, Chopper, Jets

Anti-Air G  4FP       20   40”/101cm  +4   Anti-Air Must fire at air units.  APC and Jeep

L.Alt Gun^    3FP       20   45”/114cm    +4   Suppress Anti-Building Blast(2)  Howitzer, Jeep, and APC

H.Alt Gun^    4FP       25   50”/127cm   +5  Suppress Anti-Building Blast(3)  Howitzer
       Anti-Armor   

AP Missle^    4FP      20    24”/60cm    +3  Anti-Armor Charge(3)  Jets,,,Anti-AirG, and Chopper



EMP Missle^   2FP     20    24”/60cm     +3  Glitch(3) Charges(3)  Jets,,Anti-AirG and Chopper
                Anti-Armor

Heat Missle^  3FP     20    24”/60cm     +3  Track Charges(3) Blast(2)         Jets,,Anti-AirG and Chopper

The Pyro       3FP     25     20”/50cm     +2  Auto-Kill Charges(5) Blast(2)    Bomber Jet and Howitzer

EMP Bomb^   3FP      25     20”/50cm     +2  Glitch(5) Charges(5) Blast(2)    Bomber Jet and Howitzer

Big Bessy^     6FP     30(5)  20”/50cm     +2  Anti-Armor Anti-Building   Bomber Jet and Howitzer 
 Blast(3)

Gump Bomb   2FP      20(5)  20”/50cm    +2  Immobilize Charge(5) Blast(2)  Bomber Jet and Howitzer

Note: Specials cannot stack with one another.

Terms
The terms listed goes as follows.

Crew/Passengers – How many men man that man the vehicle and how many passengers. It may carry.

BSB – Ballistic Skill Bonus. What you add/deduct from your bs.

BS – Ballistic Skill. What you need to roll in order to gain a hit.

Morale – What you need to roll in order to succeed your morale roll.

Suppress # - The amount of suppressed figures that unit may have before it has to take casualties.

CC – Close combat value. What you must roll in order to succeed in assaults.

Save – what you must roll in order to avoid taking casualties/suppression

Power – How many dice you roll when firing a weapon.

Specials – Notes and extra features that item has. 

Anti-Air – Adds +2FP to the dice roll when Targeting Air units.

Anti-Building- Adds +2FP to the dice roll when targeting fortifications or buildings of any kind.

Anti-Armor – Adds +2FP to the dice roll when targeting Ground vehicles.

Open Topped - Passengers may fire out the vehicle at a +1 to bsb.

Hover – Ignore terrain. All ground units besides besides units with track suffer a +1 to bsb. When 
targeting this unit.
Soaring – Unit must move at least half there movement. Ignores terrain. All ground units besides units  
with track suffer +2 to Bs when targetting this unit.
Blast – Weapon that has an aoe(Area of Effect). The number next to it determines the size. Blast 1 

being 6”/15 cm. For every blast higher then 1 add 2”/5 cm.



Auto Kill – This weapon cannot suppress units. Instead all wounds automatically kill a target.

Ignores Cover – Cover is not calculated for figuring out the bsb when firing this weapon.

Charges – This item may only be used a limited amount of times. How many times is determined by 

the number beside it. 

Immobilize – Target may not move for however many turns in the ().

Blind – unable to target units behind this weapon. 

^ – May harm Vehicles.

Slow - (-2) Movement

Requires – The number of men required to operate this weapon. Men may not fire while operating the 

weapon.

Indirect Fire – May fire at an enemy not in sight as long as 1 ally has line of sight on them.

Suppress – Auto suppresses 1 Inf.

Glitch – Vehicular units may not move for (x) Amounts of turns.

Track – Removes Soaring/Hover BS debuff.

Armor Pem – Enemy adds the number  next to this stat to the save roll.

Unit Card & Template
Cards for certain units, commander, and squads you may use at your 
leisure. 
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